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Editor's chirps
Best wishes for 2020 and welcome to the first edition of the new decade! We hope
this year will take you to lots of exciting places and that you will have some great
birding experiences. Looking at various contributions in this newsletter, many of us
finished the decade on a high by visiting some top-notch destinations. The not too
distant future also promises some exciting birding, with a trip to Marion Island
now just over a year away (see letter from Mark Anderson, CEO of Birdlife SA on
page 93). Wouldn't it be great if all of those who are so eager to book their place on
this birding bonanza, would consider digging a little deeper into their pockets to buy
an acre on Marion Island as part of the mouse eradication programme? See page 59.)
If each one of the anticipated 2000+ birders donates R1000, over R2 000 000 can
be generated towards this very worthy goal of a mouse-free Marion. Without this
extremely important conservation initiative, future generations may not have the
privilege of seeing the magnificent seabirds and other wildlife at the Prince Edward
Islands. We hope you enjoy this issue and we are looking forward to your much
appreciated contributions for the next edition.
Raelene and Daniel
P.O. Box 699
Fauna Park
0787
Tel: 015 263 6473
www.birdlifepolokwane.co.za
www.facebook.com/birdlifepolokwane
P resident Joe Grosel • C hairperson Jody De Bruyn • D eputy chairperson Mark
Friskin • S ecretary Marcia Van Tonder • T reasurers Nick Baglow and Julia
Friskin • W ebsite and IT coordinator Jody De Bruyn • PRO and venue coordina tor Lisa Grosel • E vents co - ordinator Richter Van Tonder • R esearch and mon itoring
Derek Engelbrecht • N ewsletter editors Raelene Engelbrecht and
Daniel Engelbrecht • A dditional members Anneliese Pretorius, Conrad Van
Tonder, Willem Van der Merwe, Les Reynolds, Johan Van Vuuren
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'n Lente uitstappie na

				De
Loskop
			
Richter Van Tonder

D

ie klub se uitstappie
op 12 Oktober 2019
na De Loskop was
bygewoon deur nege klublede, insluitende ons nuutste lid Amri Van
Aarde. Ons was net na 6 uur die oggend by die plaas en was geskok om
te sien dat die dam, behalwe vir 'n
klein poeletjie water naby die dam-

wal, byna heeltemal droog was. Dit
was vir dié wat in die begin van die
jaar daar was ‘n groot verandering
vanaf ‘n oorvol dam, waar die water
tot tussen die bome in was, tot waar
Bo Vergeleke met Februarie (sien volgende
bladsy) was ons geskok om te sien hoe leeg die
dam by De Loskop was.
The Lark 27
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Bo Goeie reën in Januarie en Februarie 2019
het De Loskop dam laat oorloop. Tien maande
later is dit byna leeg © Derek Engelbrecht.
Onder Dié jong Geelborsstrandkiewiet
(Kittlitz's Plover) het ons aanvanklik nogal
laat koppe krap.
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dit nou byna dolleeg is.
Ons het gou ‘n
koppie koffie geniet en
het toe begin om deur
die droeë dam te loop
opsoek na enige spesiale lewerikke en/of
waadvoëls. Daar was
heelwat
Rooikople
werikke (Red-capped
Lark) tussen die kort
gras om die dam asook
baie Geelborsstrandkiewiete (Kittlitz’s Plover). ‘n Jong
Geelborsstrandkiewiet het ons vir
‘n rukkie opgewonde gehad, maar
dit was toe nie iets besonders nie.
Daar was ook baie Gewone Kwartelvinkies (Quailfinch) wat oor ons

gevlieg het soos altyd. ‘n Groep
Witkatlagters (Southern Pied babbler) het mooi kom vertoon vir
ons en so ook ‘n Swartbekkakelaar
(Common Scimitarbill). Die LBJ’s
was ook op hul stukke en ons kon
met meeste van hulle kennis maak
deur hul unieke klanke.
Nadat ons weer so entjie die
plaas in gery het, het ‘n groot groep
voëls ons besig gehou nadat ‘n Witkoluiltjie (Pearl-spotted Owlet) sy
verskyning gemaak het. Hier het
Willie Van der Merwe ‘n roofvoël
gewaar wat oorgesweef het en ons
kon dit eien as ’n Dwergarend
(Booted Eagle)!
Met ‘n laaste paar draaie

Bo Witkatlagters (Southern Pied Babbler) is
altyd spesiaal in ons area.

deur die plaas ry kry ons toe ook
spesies soos Geelkanarie (Yellow
Canary), Kaapse Kapokvoël (Cape
Penduline Tit), Rooibekvuurvinkie
(Red-billed Firefinch), Jame
sonvuurvinkie (Jameson's Firefinch) en ook ‘n nuwe spesie vir die
pentad, naamlik 'n Geelvlekmos
sie (Yellow-throated Bush Sparrow
[Yellow-throated Petronia]).
Ten spyte van die dam wat
byna droog was en ons dus maar
min watervoëls opgeteken het,
het ons op die ou einde toe nie
te sleg gedoen nie en die totale
The Lark 27
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Bo Grootmossie (Great Sparrow).

aantal spesies vir die dag was
90. Johan Van Vuuren het twee Onder Die groepie wat die De Loskop uitstappie bygewoon het.
en sy vrou Leonie het agt lifers
vir die oggend gekry! Amri het
sommer baie bygesit op die uitstappie. Dankie vir die wat dit met ‘n vol dam en nog vele meer
kon bywoon. Mag die volgende ‘lifers’.
uitstappie na De Loskop wees Outeur e-mail: richter.mcase@gmail.com
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Cape Parrot © JC Carstens.

A Conservation Action Plan
for
South Africa’s
most threatened parrot
Kate Carstens and Kirsten Wimberger

T

he status of the Cape
Parrot Poicephalus robustus was re-assessed
in 2017 by the International Union
for the Conservation of Nature

(IUCN) following the recent split
from the Brown-necked Parrot P.
fuscicollis (subspecies suahelicus
and fuscicollis). The Cape Parrot
is endemic to South Africa and
The Lark 27
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Above Participants at the recently held Cape
Parrot Action Plan Workshop in Hogsback.

is listed as Vulnerable given that
this newly-split species has a small
population, which is currently estimated to be stable. Nationally, it
is listed as Endangered given the
small population size (<2 500 mature individuals), with a projected
decline of at least 20% over the next
two generations.
Main threats to the species include habitat loss and habitat degra
dation, and the associated lack of
nesting sites and food, as well as
disease. Emerging threats include
climate change which will cause
habitat shifting and alteration, and
the newly discovered polyphagous
shot hole borer beetle Euwallacea fornicates which is causing the
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deaths of trees at a growing number of locations within South Africa. Given future projected declines
in the Cape Parrot’s population and
the identification of novel threats
facing the species, an updated plan
building on previous plans and reviews is required to guide future
and ongoing conservation efforts.
In September 2019, an Action
Plan Workshop was held in Hogsback. The aim was to review the
current status and threats to Cape
Parrots and to develop an updated
Conservation Action Plan for the
species, setting reasonable and measurable targets for species recovery

with the inclusion of all relevant
stakeholders. The benefits of developing a Cape Parrot Action Plan
through a multi-stakeholder workshop are (i) that it facilitates the
documentation of coordinated conservation actions required to protect
the Cape Parrot and its habitat; (ii)
the process engages with a diversity of stakeholders, providing clarity
on their roles and responsibilities,
and in so doing, fosters an environment of inclusion and shared responsibility for the conservation
of the species; and reinvigorates
communities, organisations, institutions, governmental departments,
businesses, and individuals to be involved in Cape Parrot conservation.

The Action Plan Workshop
involved 48 stakeholders representing 23 organisations, departments
and institutions. The outcomes of
the Workshop included defining a
vision as well as species and habitat
goals for at least the next 10 years.
With these in mind, and the strategies identified on how to tackle the
threats facing the species, member
organisations will collectively work
towards the vision of a thriving
population of Cape Parrots acting
as a flagship for the protection and
recovery of indigenous forests in
South Africa, for the shared benefit
of people and nature.
Author e-mail: kate@wildbirdtrust.com

Cape Parrot © JC Carstens.
The Lark 27
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Julia Friskin

he day finally arrived
and with great excitement we met our fellow
group members and Joe Grosel(our
expert guide) at OR Tambo Airport. We headed through customs
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and boarded our flight to Livingstone, Zambia. We enjoyed wonderful scenery of the Zambezi River as we descended altitude and
braced ourselves for touchdown.
We collected our luggage and made

fishermen in their mokoros going upon their daily business. The
birdlife was abundant along the
papyrus channels with species such
as African Openbill, Yellow-billed
Stork, African Skimmers, several
egret species, Collared Pratincoles,
African Jacanas, and African Marsh
Harrier opening our account. Also,
a pair of Bat Hawks gave us a flyby in broad daylight! Excitement
mounted as to what was in store for
us over the next few days!
We were warmly welcomed
at Sekoma Island and while being
briefed on our stay, our attention
was distracted by a pair of Swamp
Boubous and the Holub's Golden Weavers near the viewing deck
and - our first lifer - a Rock Pratincole with a chick sitting pretty as a
picture on the rock in the river. We
Lesser Jacana
learnt that this bird lays its excepour way to a comfortable air con- tionally well-camouflaged eggs on
ditioned bus for a 70 km road trip rocks in the river.
to Sekute Jetty on the Upper ZamWe settled into our comfortbezi River. We were thankful to be able fitted tents and went out on our
served some cold refreshments and first boat cruise. Soon we reached
used this time to get acquainted a sandy island that was home to a
with each other.
great variety of waterbirds: Fulvous
Upon our arrival at the jetty, and White-faced Whistling Ducks,
we got our luggage and gear and Spur-winged Geese, African Skimboarded our next mode of trans- mers, White-winged and Whisport, a boat, to take us along the kered Terns, Collared Pratincoles,
pristine waterways of the Zambezi and the beautiful African Pygmy
River to the beautiful Sekoma Is- Geese among the waterlilies and
land. On our way we passed many - lifer number 2 - a Lesser Jacana!
The Lark 27
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What a thrill to eventually see this
special bird that has eluded us for
so long!
We all enjoyed sundowners
on a sandy beach watching the
sinking sun reflecting a golden red

on the water ... magical indeed! As
the boat picked up speed to take
us back to camp, Brown-throated
Martins, Common House Martins
and Grey-rumped Swallows flew
alongside us.

Left African Marsh Harrier was
one of our first species on the trip.
Below African Skimmers were plentiful.
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Above Another memorable African sunset!

The morning of day 2 began
with an early walk on the island.
Hartlaub's Babblers made an appearance on the lawns and calls of
Schalow's Turacos were heard. Although they approached us, they
were always on the move and behind foliage, making it difficult to
get clear photos. How awesome to
see this beautiful bird with its long
pointy crest. An unforgettable lifer!
The river views are quite
breathtaking and it is a joy to walk
in the riverine forest on the island.
Joe heard and pointed out many
birds we would easily have missed.

A curious Black Cuckooshrike
came closer and a loud, mournful
cry of a juvenile Pel's Fishing Owl
was heard from the neighbouring
island. Three elephants decided to
swim across and block our path,
so it was decided to double back
to camp where a hearty breakfast
awaited us.
On return to our tent to get
ready for the next outing, Mark
and I were thrilled to see a Spotted-necked Otter from our deck The Lark 27
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it popped its head up indicating it
was very aware we were watching
it!
Our bird cruise in the Kasai
Channel presented us with a variety
of waders such as Ruffs, Long-toed
Lapwings, Common Greenshanks,
Grey-headed Gulls, and flocks of
Blacksmith Lapwings. On the Namibian side of the river, the boat
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banked in the reeds in the hope of
finding Chirping Cisticola and the
Greater Swamp Warbler. Joe quickly located both species which delighted us all with good sightings.
We disembarked to walk across a
grassy field to flush a Rosy-throated Longclaw. What a thrill to see
this beauty again, one which takes
great effort to find!

Above Another memorable African sunset!

Above Little Bee-eater - one of many
bee-eater species seen on our trip.
Left We were thrilled to see Rosy-throated
Longclaw again!

The Lark 27
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We also saw many pretty
bee-eaters: Carmine, Blue-cheeked,
and White-fronted Bee-eaters were
often seen along the river course as
well as the majestic Coppery-tailed
Coucals. Unfortunately it got rather windy which spoilt our chances
of seeing great numbers of ducks
amongst the lilies.
Day 3. What an adventure-filled day! We had an early departure by boat from Sekoma to the
jetty where we would fetch a bus to
take us to the Kazangulu Border
Post. This was followed by a ferry
crossing into Botswana. The word
'ferry' became a non-mentionable
word as it let us down big time due
to ongoing technical problems and
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another boat had to be arranged to
transport us across the river. At the
Botswana Border we saw our lifer of
the day - the Northern Grey-headed Sparrow, which has a purer grey
head and a larger, more robust bill
than the Southern Grey-headed
Sparrow.
Onto the Chobe National Park
- so incredibly hot and dry with
barely any foliage. We were therefore very surprised that the Racket-tailed Rollers were around and
delighted us with their cackling
and stayed in the open for great
photo opportunities. Sadly, due to

Below A Water Thick-knee and chick.

Above A Collared Palm Thrush was seen at
one of the lodges.

the anthrax outbreak, we saw many
elephant carcasses decomposing in
the hot sun.
After an enjoyable lunch we
stopped at a lodge to see the pretty Collared Palm Thrush before we
departed on a cruise up the Chobe
River for excellent game and birdwatching. Yellow Wagtails bobbed
around the legs of elephants and
buffalo in search of insects. We
had great sightings of African Fish
Eagles, Black-crowned Night Her-

ons, Collared Pratincoles, African
Skimmers, several stork species,
plovers, African Marsh Harrier,
and an unexpected pair of Rednecked Falcons. White-backed
Vultures rested on the sand near a
buffalo carcass and Lechwe grazed
on the islands.
The 'ferry' crossing was once
again unreliable and we were relieved to finally cross back into ZamThe Lark 27
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bia. A tired but happy group of travelers arrived back safely at Sekoma.
The White-browed Robin-Chat's dawn crescendo awoke us
on day 4. In fact, the dawn chorus
was magnificently deafening! An
early walk produced a quick sighting of African Finfoot as well as
the shy Brown Firefinches. Klaas's
Cuckoo, however, sat in the open
for us, as did the Yellow-breasted
Apalis. It was decided to cross the
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Above African Fish Eagles were particularly
plentiful along the Chobe River.

river to the next island in search of
the Pel's Fishing Owl. A canoe 'ferried' three of us at a time and together we walked quietly, scanning
the trees. We were rewarded with
a beautiful sub-adult Pel's Fishing
Owl - a lifer for many! The sighting
was celebrated with happy smiles
and quiet jubilation so as not to

Above A very special lifer for us - Whitebrowed Coucal.
Top Being ferried across to the neighbouring island to look for Pel's Fishing Owl.
The Lark 27
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disturb the bird. A wonderfully
successful expedition!
While relaxing on the deck
a short while later, always with
binoculars within reach, a Whitebrowed Coucal was spotted in the
reeds. Another lifer ticked!
Our last afternoon boat
cruise produced Purple Herons,
Black Crakes, Gabar Goshawk,
Luapula Cisticolas, Yellow-billed
Kites, and a Western Osprey.
Sadly it was time to pack the

next morning and leave this paradise. It certainly was a different
and unforgettable experience.
On the road back to Livingstone,
a Bradfield's Hornbill was seen,
an unexpected bonus for many.
We feel privileged and enriched
to have undertaken such a trip.
Our immense thanks goes to Joe
Grosel for his expert guiding and
giving us such a memorable experience.
Author e-mail: mfriskin60@gmail.com

Team Sekoma
November 2019
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Cool Birding
A Visit to the Antarctic Sea Ice

Part 1: The open sea
Derek Engelbrecht
coldest, driest place on the planet,
it’s remote, but splendidly beautiful
and one of the last remaining true
wildernesses on the planet. It’s no
place for humans, but it hosts some
ntarctica is one of those of the most iconic animals on Earth.
places on most people’s
So, when I got a message from
bucket list. It is the a friend in late July asking me if I

This is Part 1 of a note about my recent visit to the Antarctic sea ice and will
deal with birds seen in the open sea. In Part
2, in the next issue, I’ll share my experiences
during my time in the Antarctic sea ice.
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Grey-headed Albatross

would like to go on a 7-week expedition to the Antarctic sea ice onboard the SA Agulhas II, I knew a
lot had to be done in a short time
to make this dream come true. But I
saw this as perhaps a once in a lifetime opportunity and I simply had
to make it work. Having had such
short notice was better, in a way, as
I wouldn’t have been able to contain

my excitement for months at end,
but it also meant a busy two months
before I would set foot onboard. For
one, I had to brush up on my seabird identification skills.
Officially, I was part of the
SCALE (http://scale.org.za/) spring
cruise to the Antarctic sea ice.
What made this trip particularly
exciting, was that this was the first
ever cruise to the Antarctic sea ice
in spring - and nobody quite knew
what to expect! Altogether, we were
97 scientists representing 17 nationalities, all involved in projects ranging from the depths of the ocean
(5 000.8 m below the surface to be
exact) to 23 km above (weather
balloons). The fields of study were
extremely diverse and ranged from
ocean chemistry, the structure of
sea ice, maritime engineering, the
study of waves, motion sickness
and, for biologists, from the tiniest
micro-organisms to the largest animals on Earth – whales. Specifically,
I participated in the ocean top predators project as team leader for the
seabird surveys and was responsible
for logging seabirds according to
the AS@S protocol (www.seabirds.
saeon.ac.za/intro.aspx). We were
only two birders, my partner being
Sally Sivewright, which meant a lot
of time on deck. The instructions
were fairly simple: log the distribution and abundance of every seaThe Lark 27
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bird seen within 300 m in a 180° arc
from the bow of the ship for as long
as the ship is moving on the official
cruise course, from sunrise to sunset, weather conditions permitting.
For 7-weeks. Game on!
We departed about mid-afternoon on the 12th October and as
soon as we left the harbour, we started logging our first seabirds: terns,
gulls, cormorants - the usual coastal
birds one can easily see from shore.
Passing Robben Island, we encountered four Sacred Ibises flying to
mainland Africa - not sea birds, just
birds at sea. After the compulsory
safety drills and a briefing by the
captain on the general rules of the
ship, it was almost dark. Our first
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full day of observations would be
the next day.
Allow me to explain at this early stage that what appears to us to be
just an endless expanse of water, is
just as varied as some of the terrestrial landscapes most of us are more
familiar with. Many largely unseen
factors such as water temperature,
major ocean currents, eddies, underwater geological features, depth
of the ocean etc., drive nutrient cycles which create environments that
suit some species and exclude others. So, sailing down south I was fascinated by the species turnover from
one day to the next: as some species
dropped off, new species started to
appear, only to disappear again after

Above Southern Giant Petrel.
Right This Black-browed Albatross was loafing right next to the ship, allowing for some
great close-up shots.
Opposite A Sooty Albatross - in my opinion it
is one of the most beautiful seabirds.

a couple of days and to be replaced
by a different suite of species. All the
while, the species richness gradually
dropped until you end up with only
a few true chionophiles (the scientific name for species adapted to
snow/icy conditions) near Antarctica.
The first day or two saw us logging some of the familiar species
one would often see on a pelagic
birding trip off Cape Town: Atlantic Yellow-nosed, Black-browed,
and Southern Royal Albatross,
Great-winged, Soft-plumaged and
White-chinned Petrels, shearwaters
(Cory’s, Great, Manx, Sooty, and

Subantarctic), terns (Antarctic and
Arctic), prions (mainly Antarctic,
but also Slender-billed), and Northern Giant Petrel, amongst others.
Two notable highlights on the second day included a Salvin’s Albatross and White-bellied Storm Petrel. Identification of storm petrels
at sea is notoriously difficult, but
from a southern African perspective, distinguishing White-bellied
and Black-bellied Storm Petrels take
the challenge to a new level since
the discovery that not all Black-bellied Storm Petrels have black-bellies, thus resembling White-bellied
The Lark 27
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Storm Petrels. However, a good
photo can clinch the identification
as White-bellied Storm Petrels have
grey-edged contour feathers on the
back and their legs are shorter, thus
not extending beyond the tip of
the tail as with Black-bellied Storm
Petrels. Interestingly, both these
southern African specials (Salvin's
Albatross and White-bellied Storm
Petrel) were recorded close to the
Engelbrecht Seamount – now isn’t
that a coincidence?
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Once we crossed into the
‘Roaring 40s’, we started recording a
few different species and lost some
of the familiar ones mentioned
above. Southern Giant and Cape
Petrels, Black-bellied and Wilson’s
Storm Petrels, Shy and Wandering
Albatrosses, and some Subantarctic Skuas, as well as some less familiar species (at least for me) such
as Atlantic and Grey Petrels, Slender-billed and Broad-billed Prions,
made it onto our data sheets. I also

photographed a few birds which
bear an uncanny resemblance to
MacGillivray’s Prions in Peter Ryan’s Guide to the Seabirds of Southern Africa. MacGillivray’s Prion
was only recently split from Broadbilled Prion and identification at sea
is extremely difficult.
From about 45°S, things started hotting up with birds such as
White-headed and Blue Petrel,
Grey-headed -, Light-mantled -,
and Sooty Albatrosses, the first

Far left Salvin's Albatross breeds off New
Zealand and usually winters in the Pacific
Ocean, It is a very rare visitor to oceanic waters in the Atlantic and Southern Oceans.
Middle A White-bellied Storm Petrel - greyedged feathers on its back, a white belly (not
seen here) and short legs that don't extend
beyond the tip of the tail distinguishes this
species from Black-bellied Storm Petrel - even
those with white bellies.
Above MacGillivray's Prion? This species
was split relatively recently from Broad-billed
Prion. Its size and 'moustache' resembles the
closely similar Broad-billed Prion, but MacGillivray's Prion's bill tip and sides are a pale
bluish colour.
The Lark 27
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Clockwise from top left: Atlantic Petrel; Grey Petrel with its characteristic pot-bellied appearance was easy to identify even from a distance; the beautiful White-headed Petrel; Kerguelen Petrel seemed to revel in the roughest conditions.
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Southern Fulmars, and Kerguelen
Petrels becoming more and more
common. In my opinion, the two
dusky albatrosses rate amongst the
most beautiful and elegant seabirds.
Their almost comically long, slender wings, white, crescent-shaped
eye-rings, bill stripes, and graceful
flight make for an altogether stunning package. Don’t get me wrong,
the Wandering Albatross is by no
means a runt. What it lacks in striking plumage or facial features, however, it makes up for in its absolutely
imposing size, and ability to glide
effortlessly, even in the roughest
seas. As luck would have it, I photographed a colour-ringed immature
Wandering Albatross (etched green

Above I couldn't get enough of watching
Light-mantled Albatrosses slowly circling the
ship, sometimes for hours at end.

on right leg, ring #G266). A couple
of e-mails later, we had established
the bird was ringed as a nestling at
Bird Island, South Georgia, in September/October 2014, some 4 100
km from where I photographed it.
Now how’s that!?
At one of our stations at ~45°S,
I was thrilled to see three Southern Rockhopper Penguins (eastern
race, ssp filholi) foraging around
the ship while we were stationary.
These birds were so far off my radar
of possible species that I couldn’t
believe my eyes at first. A look at
The Lark 27
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satellite maps of chlorophyll concentrations revealed that we found
ourselves in the midst of a major
algal bloom. In marine ecosystems,
algal blooms equate to food, and
food equates to top predators such
as birds. How did these rockhopper
penguins know there was an algal
bloom in a part of the ocean they
are not known to occur in? The next
day, we were treated to a raft of King
Penguins foraging and calling right
next to the ship for several hours.
What was even more amazing, was
that one of the King Penguins carried a satellite transmitter! What are
the chances of seeing a bird with a
satellite transmitter in the Southern
Ocean? We were spoilt with King
Penguin observations over the next
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Above The colour-ringed immature Wandering Albatross; one of several ringed as nestlings on Bird Island (South Georgia) in September/October 2014.

couple of days. On our return journey, we recorded another King Penguin and four Macaroni Penguins in
the same region – clearly a penguin
hotspot.
Heading further south and in
the vicinity of Bouvet Island, penguins became increasingly common and here I encountered Chinstrap Penguins for the first time.
White-headed Petrels were found
in good numbers but they tend to
be rather shy of ships, keeping their
distance and often just allowing for
brief photo opportunities before

Clockwise from top left Southern Rockhopper Penguin; King Penguin; Macaroni
Penguin; Chinstrap Penguin.

they’re on their way again. The distinctive flight action of Kerguelen
Petrels allowed for easy identification , even at a distance, but they
too seldom allowed for good photo opportunities. Just southwest of
Bouvet Island we saw our first iceberg, as well as some of the first real
Antarctic species: the Angel of the

Antarctic, aka Snow Petrel (what a
bird!) and Antarctic Petrel. The excitement was building, but it would
take us another two days to reach
the sea ice. At about 10 am on the
22nd October, we reached the sea ice,
but read more about this leg of my
journey in the next issue.
Author e-mail: faunagalore@gmail.com
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irdlife
Polokwane
saw six teams participating in BBD 2019
th
on the 30 November 2019. All
but one of our teams used the
ever-reliable Polokwane-Woodbush-Lowveld route, with The
Birdaholics opting to focus their
efforts on the Polokwane Plateau.
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Three Birdlife Polokwane
teams (Zonke iNyoni, Wat Kyk
Jy, and The Red Billed Rocket
Tails) were in the Top 10 overall
and, of the four teams that surpassed the magical 300 mark,
three teams were birding in the
Greater Polokwane, Magoebas
kloof and Lowveld regions, once

again showing that we find ourselves living in one of the premier
birding destinations in southern
Africa. It is worth noting that
2019s overall BBD winning team,
A Bowl of Corncrakes (a cracking 325 species!), covered much
the same region as our teams,
albeit with a slightly more easterly centre point to their radius.
On behalf of Birdlife Polokwane,

we congratulate A Bowl of Corncrakes with their achievement.
Despite the drought and an
outbreak of foot-and-mouth disease which meant that some birding spots were out of bounds to
our teams, all our teams can be
proud of their efforts. A summary
of the Birdlife Polokwane teams'
results follow.

Birdaholics
178 species

Members: Susan Dippenaar, Leonie Kellerman, and San3 De Wet.
Area: Greater Polokwane
Highlights: Little Bittern and three owl species.
Dips: The biggest dip of them all (quite literally), a Common Ostrich.
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The Bushshrikes
198 species

Members: Minkie Prinsloo and
Riana Odendaal.
Area:
Polokwane-Woodbush-Lowveld
Highlights: African Skimmers,
Black Sparrowhawk, Pale Chanting Goshawk, and Broad-billed
Roller.
Dips: Cape Vulture, Mountain
Wagtail, and Glossy Ibis.

Little Bee-eater © Minke Prinsloo

African Skimmer © Minke Prinsloo
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The Dikkops
213 species

Members: Charles Hardy, Stan Madden, Bruce Goetsch, and Rob
Crosbie
Area: Polokwane-Woodbush-Lowveld
Highlights: African Skimmer skimming. But more importantly, the
privilege of being able to spend the day birding with 92 year old Stan
Madden.
Dips: The 99 species still needed to beat Zonke iNyoni and Wat Kyk
Jy!
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The Red Billed Rocket Tails
234 species

Members: Mark, Julia, and James Friskin, and Willem Van der Merwe.
Area: Polokwane-Woodbush-Lowveld
Highlights: Brown-backed Honeybird, African Cuckoo, several
wader species, Woodland and Striped Kingfishers, African Skimmer,
and African Black Duck.
Dips: Abdim's and Woolly-necked Stork, no accipters.
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WAT KYK JY
309 spesies

Lede: Jody De Bruyn, en Richter, Rowan en Marcia Van Tonder
Area: Polokwane-Woodbush-Laeveld
Hoogtepunte: Grootriethaan (African Rail), Swartsperwer (Black
Sparrowhawk), Grootwitreier (Great Egret), Dwergvisvanger (African
Pygmy Kingfisher), Bontelsie (Pied Avocet).
Uitgemis: Hamerkop (Hamerkop), Grasvoël (Cape Grassbird),
Grootmossie (Great Sparrow), Rooiborsjakkalsvoël (Jackal Buzzard).
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Zonke iNyoni
311 species

Members: Joe Grosel, Selwyn Rautenbach, Henk Nel, and Cornelis
Kruger
Area: Polokwane-Woodbush-Lowveld
Highlights: Lark-like Bunting, Cuckoo Finch, Green Sandpiper,
Booted Eagle, Wing-snapping Cisticola, Striped Pipit, Crowned Eagle.
Dips: Yellow-billed Kite, Pied Kingfisher, Green-winged Pytilia,
Mocking Cliff Chat, Red-throated Wryneck, African Fish Eagle, Knysna Turaco.
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Wat Kyk Jy

-

BBD 2019 trip report
Rowan Van Tonder

T

his year, building up
towards BBD on 30
November 2019, the
northern Limpopo Province was
gripped in a heat wave and all the
weather reports predicted there

would be lots of perspiration on
BBD. Recces carried out on the
preceding four days showed everybody and everything felt the heat
wave and we started fearing that the
heat would negatively impact upon
The Lark 27
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our BBD efforts. Polokwane and
its surrounding environment, the
Haenertsburg and Magoebaskloof
areas, all the way to the Lowveld,
were hot and humid - the latter
due to good rains the region had
in the previous week. Magoebas
kloof was the brightest and clearest
that I have ever seen it … maybe it
was the fatigue setting in by then
… mmmm. Tzaneen to The Junction (our easternmost boundary on
BBD), lived up to the 40°C predicted by the weather service.
From the beginning of November until the day before BBD,
Richter and Jody did regular recces
to see where which species could be
seen along our planned route. We
once again realised the importance
of doing recces not only to plan a
route, but also to have backup spots
if needed. Our target for BBD 2019
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was once again that magical 300
species mark, and if we could get
there, we would then try to beat
our previous high score of 305.
Like last year we decided to
start another hour earlier (0:00am).
Yes, midnight! We all probably got
about three hours of sleep before
we got ready for 2019s BBD. At
0:05 am we (Richter, Rowan and
Marcia) met Jody and set off to do
some owl hunting and anything we
could wake/spot at that time. Our
first bird for the day was a Helmeted Guineafowl. I have to say that
this particular night route is really
starting to live up to being called
the ‘Owl Road’. Here we found

Below Listening for birds at 'Dawn Chorus
Koppie' in the Polokwane Game Reserve, the
lights of Polokwane City in the background.

Barn -, Marsh -, and Southern
White-faced Owl in no time. We
also got Rufous-cheeked Nightjar
on this road but no Fiery-necked
Nightjar - and also nowhere else
until we reached the Lowveld much
later in the day. In terms of owls
and nightjars, we literally smashed
all our targeted species, except for
Freckled Nightjar.
On our way to the usual ‘dawn
chorus’ gathering haunt of all the
teams competing in this area, we
stopped at a little dam adjacent to
the Dries Abrahamse Lapa in the
Polokwane Game Reserve, hoping
to see a Green Sandpiper that were
seen in the area a week or so ago.
No cigar. Maybe the heat scared it
off. From midnight to just before
we reached our dawn chorus site
at 4:20 am, we managed 33 species,
already eight species more than
last year at the same time. We were
off to a very good start. As usual,
everybody checked in at the communal BBD ‘Dawn Chorus Koppie’.
Again it did not disappoint. Here
we added an additional 50 species
to our list.
The Polokwane Game Reserve
really is a gem when it comes to
birding in a relatively small area.
I would strongly recommend this
reserve to any keen birders and nature lovers. By the time we left the
reserve at 8:10 am, our list was al-

ready on an impressive 154 species.
This was 12 species more than at
the same stage on BBD 2018! Noteworthy species included: African
Pygmy Kingfisher, Cape Penduline
Tit, Short-clawed Lark, Icterine
Warbler, Bearded Woodpecker,
Bushveld Pipit, Wattled Lapwing,
Yellow-bellied Eremomela, Tinkling Cisticola, Common Swift,
and Little Sparrowhawk.
We then covered sections of
Polokwane City and the Sterkloop
Wetlands before heading on to our
next leg of this race. Unlike last
year, the Sterkloop Wetlands delivered the goods. Here we found
Cuckoo Finch, Zitting Cisticola,
and Orange-breasted Waxbill. By
the time we left the wetlands, we
had advanced to 169 species. Usually we would head to some farms
north of Polokwane after birding
the wetlands, but due to a foot-andmouth disease outbreak on some of
the farms, we were not allowed to
enter these farms and had to skim
around the fringes to try and get
the targeted species as best as possible. These farms were the only
reliable sites for about five species
on our target list, but the veterinary
restrictions meant we dipped on
these five species.
Before leaving Polokwane, we
visited the Polokwane sewage treatment works. This stage was covered
The Lark 27
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from 9:00-10:45 am and we managed to extend our total to 203.
With the mercury climbing fast
and access denied we ended this leg
12 species behind last year’s 215.
We also lost time by trying harder
and longer for some species. All
of a sudden our 300 target was in
jeopardy. Birds of note were: Marabou Stork, Yellow-billed Kite, Ashy
Flycatcher, Marsh Warbler, Yellow-breasted Apalis, Yellow-bellied
Greenbul, Terrestrial Brownbul,
Garden Warbler, Abdim’s Stork,
Black-crowned Night Heron, and
Yellow-crowned Bishop.
The Makotopong and Seba
yeng wetlands were our next stop
via the Solomondale road. At this
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Above Cuckoo Finch is always a bonus bird.

stage we were inching through the
midday hours and to say it was
hot was an understatement - ask
Marcia. These wetlands are critical
along our route because of where
they are situated and the diversity
found in and around the area. We
covered this part in about an hour
and fifteen minutes and did manage to push our total to 217. Birds
of note were: Greater Kestrel, Lilac-breasted Roller, Temminck’s
Courser, Yellow Canary, Squacco
Heron, Common Greenshank, African Spoonbill, Little Egret, Marsh
Sandpiper, Hottentot Teal, and

Black-chested Snake Eagle.
We then made a bee-line for
Randfontein, Veekraal, Silvermist,
Haenertsburg, and Georges Valley.
In just over an hour (from 13:04 to
14:14) we moved our total to 238
species. Quite unbelievably, we
had managed to catch up to our
previous year’s total, but we felt we
were dipping badly on some of the
common species, as well as species recorded during the various
recces. Birds of note on this leg included White-necked Raven, Redcapped Robin-Chat, Lazy Cisticola, Nicholson’s Pipit, Drakensberg
Prinia, African Yellow Warbler,
Alpine Swift, and Wailing Cisticola. We then targeted some pristine
forest sections which included the
likes of the popular Woodbush For-

Above The Polokwane Bird Sanctuary.

est Drive area and the Rooikoppies
road. Despite the sweltering conditions, the forest species played
along and by 16:12, we had reached
273 species. Birds of note were:
Yellow-throated Woodland Warbler, Olive Thrush, Olive Woodpecker, Orange Ground Thrush,
Black Sparrowhawk, Black-fronted
Bushshrike, Chorister Robin-Chat,
Brown Scrub Robin, Mountain
Wagtail, Barratt’s Warbler, Narina
Trogon, Grey Cuckooshrike, Redfaced Cisticola, Half-collared Kingfisher, and Black Saw-wing.
Tzaneen and some of the
Lowveld sections further east were
next on our route. Now only seven
The Lark 27
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species behind our tally at the same
stage last year, we moved along
swiftly to our next stop. This leg included places like Macadamia, the
Tzaneen Dam wall, Pierre Homan’s
farm, Letaba Estates, Taganashoek
environs, Tzaneen Airfield, and
the dams at The Junction on the
Letaba River. So typical of the
Lowveld this time of the year, the
evenings do not really cool down
from the sweltering day temperatures. Nevertheless, the birds were
out and about and we ended this
leg around 19:00 at the dams near
The Junction. We were delighted to
have reached our 2018 high score
of 305 species! We also realised that
surpassing our record was indeed
possible. Incidentally, our 300th
bird was a Pale Flycatcher logged
at the Tzaneen Airfield. Other
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birds of note were: Dusky Indigobird, Red-faced Cisticola, Magpie
Mannikin, Wire-tailed Swallow,
Grey-rumped Swallow, African
Fish Eagle, Bearded Scrub Robin,
Broad-billed Roller, Yellow-throated Longclaw, Croaking Cisticola, Gorgeous Bushshrike, Lizard
Buzzard, Kittlitz’s Plover, African
Skimmer, Square-tailed Nightjar,
and Water Thick-knee.
All that remained was Agatha
Forest where we normally find Bat
Hawk, and we did, around 20:05.
This was also our traditional dinner
spot. We weren’t able to find African Wood Owl there and decided
to go to a reliable spot of previous
years where we found three owls

Below Birding at Letaba Estates with the sun
setting over the escarpment mountains.

calling. Now on 307 species, the
only other bird normally targeted
this late at night is the Buff-spotted
Flufftail. Again, we went to a reliable spot around Magoebaskloof
Hotel and, surprise-surprise, there
it was calling its heart out. On our
way back to Polokwane we decided
to try one last time for a Fan-tailed
Grassbird in George’s Valley. With a
little bit of coaxing two birds started calling … crazy! On 309 species
we called it a day at 21:55.
We ended our day back in
Polokwane at around 23:00. Our final tally - 309 species! Crazy!

All in all, it was an amazing
day’s birding and reaching that
magical 300 mark again just made
it so much more special. Thank you
to Marcia who was once again our
scribe and source for sustenance. I
will not easily exchange these team
members for anyone. We have been
birding this road together for seven
years now and we are gelling brilliantly together. We all instinctively
understand each person’s mannerisms and ticks by now. Onward and
upward!
Author e-mail: rowan.vantonder@gmail.com
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BirdLife South Africa

B ird

of the

Y ear 2020

Southern Ground Hornbill
Bucorvus leadbeateri

B

irdLife South Africa is
pleased to announce
that the Bird of the
Year in 2020 will be the Southern
Ground Hornbill Bucorvus leadbeateri.
The Southern Ground Hornbill, the largest hornbill species, is
well known to many South Africans, especially those who visit the
Kruger National Park. It is found
in the Savanna Biome, but is now
mainly restricted to protected areas and a few rural grazing lands
in KwaZulu-Natal and the Eastern Cape. This hornbill is listed as
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Endangered in South Africa with
fewer than 1 500 adults remaining
in our country. Half of these occur
in the Kruger National Park. It is
threatened by habitat alteration,
especially the loss of large trees, afforestation of grasslands, poisoning
and electrocution.
Sometimes known as the
'Thunderbird' or the 'Rain Bird' it is
believed by many indigenous cultures to be an important symbol of
the start of the seasonal rains.
The birds live in social, cooperatively breeding groups that consist of between 2-9 birds (the aver-

Southern Ground Hornbill © Daniel Engelbrecht

age group size is 3.6), but with only
one alpha pair (male and female)
per group and the rest of the group
consisting of helper males.
The Mabula Ground Hornbill
Project, a BirdLife Species Guardian, does important work to conserve the Southern Ground Hornbill.
During 2020, BirdLife South
Africa, in collaboration with the
Mabula Ground Hornbill Pro
ject, will create awareness about
the Southern Ground Hornbill
through the production of an informative poster, the development

of learning resources for schools
that are free to download from
the BirdLife South Africa website
(www.birdlife.org.za), articles in
African Birdlife magazine, social
media posts, presentations to interested groups, and the sale of merchandise.
The Hans Hoheisen Charitable Trust is the sponsor of Bird of
the Year 2020.
For further information and
for photographs, please contact:
Dr Melissa Howes-Whitecross, 011-789-1122, E-mail:
melissa.whitecross@birdlife.org.za
The Lark 27
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Birds in Art
Southern Ground Hornbill
Text and Artwork Willem

T

he Southern Ground
Hornbill Bucorvus leadbeateri is Birdlife South
Africa's Bird of the Year 2020. This
big bird is fairly rare overall, but
easy to see in the Kruger National Park. Ground hornbills are very
large birds, sometimes exceeding 6
kg and standing about a metre tall.
With their glossy black bodies and
bright red, bare facial skin, coupled
with a bold and fearless demeanor, they are conspicuous wherever
they occur. But many people who
see them don’t know what they
are, to the extent that in the Kruger National Park they now have an
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Van der Merwe

accepted secondary name, ‘Turkey
Buzzards’. This comes from American tourists, who might be thinking as much of turkeys as of actual ‘turkey buzzards’ which is what
many Americans call their Turkey
Vulture Cathartes aurea, a species
that does not occur in Africa. Most
tourists are quite ignorant of African wildlife apart from obvious
things like lions, rhinos, elephants
and so forth.
Although related to other
hornbills, ground hornbills are distinct enough to be placed in their
own family, the Bucorvidae, alongside all the other hornbills that are

Southern Ground Hornbill
© Willem Van der Merwe
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in the Bucerotidae. The two famiGround hornbills, as the name
lies together are placed either in indicates, spend most of their time
the order Coraciiformes along with on the ground, preferring open sarollers, kingfishers, hoopoes and vannah grassland regions. They can
bee-eaters, or placed in an order fly up into trees, in which case they
of their own, the Bucerotiformes. display their startlingly white priApart from the Southern Ground mary wing feathers, that are usually
Hornbill, there’s a second species, hidden beneath the overlying black
the Northfeathers, but
ern Ground
most of the
Hornbill,
time
they
Bucorvus
walk around
abyssinicus,
with
stiffthat replaclegged steps.
es it in simTheir
legs
ilar habitat
are
much
north of the
longer than
Equator. It
those of othhas a large,
er hornbills,
open casque
and togethon top of the
er with their
bill, a yellong necks
low
patch
enabling
on the side
them to peer
of the bill,
over quite
and blue and
tall
grass.
red (male)
They walk
or
entireon their toes
ly blue (feto boot, with
male) facial Northern Ground Hornbill © Willem Van der Merwe the ‘sole’ of
skin. Unique features of the ground the foot lifted high off the ground.
hornbills include not having carot- The result is a stately step, that gives
id (neck) arteries, and walking on an impression of justified pride.
their toe-tips. They also have very
They are formidable predalong, dense, impressive eyelashes, tors, going out in hunting parties of
used to screen their eyes from the up to 11 birds. To maintain group
bright African sun.
bonds, they call, preen each other
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and exchange food items. They start
hunting at dawn, and can cover 11
km per day. Their long, curved bills
are very strong; the gap that opens
from behind the bill tip to about
the middle of the bill, even when it
is closed, gives the tip of the bill a
more favourable angle for pinching
and exerting pressure, like tweezers.
Their prey varies from termites to
big tortoises and even mammals
like hares. When they hunt large,
fast or dangerous prey, they co-operate. To catch a snake they spread
their wings out sideways and form
a circle around it. The length of the
bill then enables them to peck the
snake to death without it being easily able to wound their heads. They
also use their bills to dig around
in the ground in search of invertebrates, frogs, or the honey combs
and larvae of ground-nesting bees
and wasps. They also regularly
probe around in dung, especially
elephant dung, to look for dung
beetles or their larvae. Sometimes
ground hornbills eat carrion. They
sometimes make use of bush fires,
catching small animals as they flee
from the flames. They will also
catch small creatures disturbed by
large animals like elephants, buffaloes or rhinos, and can often be
found close to them.
Unlike many other hornbill
species, this one does not have a

large hollow casque on top of the
bill, but just a raised ridge. The
function of amplifying its call, like
a resonating soundbox, is carried
out by the big throat pouch instead.
In the male, this is entirely red; in
the female it has a deep blue central
patch. These colours emerge only
on maturity; in chicks and juveniles, the bare facial skin is grayish.
The inflatable throat pouch enables
the birds to give a particularly deep,
booming ‘hoom hoom hoom hoom’
call, from which they get their Afrikaans name ‘Bromvoël’ (roughly
translated as ‘Boom Bird’). This call
sounds thinner and tinnier from
close than from afar - it carries
up to five kilometers, although it
is not very loud. It is the deepness
of the sound that gives it its carrying power. From a distance, the
call sounds rather like the roar of
a lion. To mistake a hornbill for a
lion is not as big a mistake as a bird
watcher realised to his shock when,
under the impression that he was
approaching a ground hornbill, he
stumbled upon a lioness!
Although they inhabit open
land, these hornbills do need trees.
They roost up in the branches at
night, and also nest in trees. Unlike
other hornbill species, they do not
imprison their females while they
incubate eggs. Instead, the nest is
a large, open cavity or hollow, ofThe Lark 27
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ten at the top of a Baobab tree.
Thus, these birds need ample open
ground in addition to very large
trees, a particular habitat requirement that makes them vulnerable
to human disturbance like the felling of trees for wood or for clearing agricultural lands. But they will
adapt and can live in open farm
fields provided there are big trees
nearby. Indeed, ground hornbills
can flourish in rural areas with traditional light farming and livestock
herding.
Interesting behaviours include
sunbathing with spread wings, or
bathing by rubbing themselves
against wet leaves and grass after
rains. Sometimes they accidentally
step in thorns, which they pull out
with the precision grasp of the bill
tip. Immature birds will play with
each other at the roosts, doing a
kind of jousting with the bill-tips,
chasing each other or jumping on
each other. The birds typically fly
to and from their roosts while it is
still dark, so as to try and keep their
roosting places secret from potential predators.
Other than baobabs, ground
hornbills will also nest in large
specimens of trees like Marula,
Weeping Boer-Bean, Thorn (the
larger species), Yellowwood, Jackal-Berry, Sausage, Fig, Bushwillow, or Star-Chestnut Trees. They
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rarely use cavities in rock faces or
earth banks. Although the female
is not sealed in, she broods her
eggs alone. But she has help! Her
mate, as well as other members of
the group, regularly bring food to
her while she incubates. This is the
largest bird species in the world
that breeds co-operatively. Sometimes the female leaves her nest
briefly for the sake of personal hygiene, leg-stretching, and to find
some food for herself.
Although ground hornbill
mothers always lay two eggs, it
almost always happens in nature
that only one chick survives. The
chick stays in the nest for about
three months, after which it joins
the group. It stays in the group until it is adult, at about the age of 4
to 6 years. We still don’t know how
long they live, but everything indicates that it is potentially quite
long. They proliferate slowly: aside
from the fact that they take long
to mature, and that there’s usually only one breeding female per
group, and that she only raises one
chick per breeding attempt, groups
don’t even necessarily breed every
year. Chicks are also threatened by
a number of predators, including
cat and snake species. On average,
it takes every group a bit over nine
years to successfully raise a single
chick to maturity.

Many Africans living traditionally respect this bird. Some
hunters use the head and neck of
a ground hornbill, as well as a big,
black cloak or animal skin to cover
their bodies, to disguise themselves
as ground hornbills so as to be able
to sneak up close to game! But with
more modern lifestyles and habitat destruction the future for these
hornbills is uncertain. Many of
them die from eating poisoned bait
farmers put out for jackals, caracals
or other predators. Some are electrocuted on power lines. In areas
with buildings they are sometimes
directly persecuted by humans because they attack house windows they see their own reflections and
peck the panes to pieces under
the impression that it is another,
strange bird. This behaviour can
be prevented by painting the windows, or by putting wire netting
in front of them. A final problem
under which also the ground hornbills suffer is the warfare in Africa.
Because they peck deeply into the
ground with their sturdy bills, they
are at risk of being blown up by buried land mines. These still exist in
large numbers in countries like Angola and Mozambique, remnants of
wars that are technically over but
still killing people and wildlife.
Being big, prominent, active
members of savannah ecosys-

tems, ground hornbills are considered a flagship species. When
they thrive, it is a sign that the
environment is healthy. At least
there are a few projects in motion
for boosting the numbers of the
ground hornbills, the main one
being the Mabula Ground Hornbill Project. Read more about
their work at:
http://ground-hornbill.org.za/
As I said, these birds usually
lay two eggs, but only raise a single chick. By removing one of the
eggs from the nest and raising the
chick by hand, while the mother
raises the other chick in the wild,
conservationists can help assure
that more chicks reach adulthood.
For that, the hand-raised chicks
need to be raised as naturally as
possible so that they will not have
imprinting problems when they
are released into the bushveld to
fend for themselves. This project
is still in its beginning phase and
it is not clear how successful it will
be, but it does offer a ray of hope.
Apart from rearing baby hornbills, the project people also put
up artificial nests, where big nesting trees are absent or rare, and
work at gaining and disseminating knowledge and raising awareness of these charismatic birds.
Author e-mail: willemsvandermerwe@gmail.com
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To all our

many thanks fo
r sending on yo
ur impressive birding
newsletter.
Keep it coming.
Tom Paton (5 Se
ptember 2018)
Another great read of “The Lark”
– many thanks. These are always
interesting as it takes my mind
back to birds of Southern Africa (not that I’ve ever been an expert!!). Well done .
PETER Baker - Australia (9 September 2018)
Another very enjoyab
le and lavishly
illustrated edition!
Well done, and
thanks for sharing
it.
Warwick Tarboton (4
March 2019)

After three years and 18 issues at the helm
our contributors and readers is long overd
utors for providing us with such interestin
easier. Secondly, thanks to all our reader
with us, which enables us to keep improvin
which we've included a sample - The Lark
readers in at least 15 countries - Argentina
Malawi, Namibia, The Netherlands, New
Africa, Sweden, United Kingdom, Zambia,
interesting observations go way beyond o
not listed above, or if you receive The Lar
Also, please drop us a note if you know
newsletter, so they can be added to the ma

Thank you, baie dankie, ke ya leboga, ndo
danke, dank uwel, tack.
Raelene and Daniel

Thank you very much for sharing you latest addition of the Lark with me –
I have just quickly
awesome newsletter!! well done to you and your team.
newsletter, and I h
Please will you include me in you mailing list for future additions.
blown away! The d
Thanks for the well thought out
Best regards
be a huge effort to
newsletter and wonderfully writtener, so congrats to
Roger Hogg (5 July 2018)
articles makes me nostalgic.
that your members
Makhudu Masotla (3 May 2019)
Regards
Aan die nuusbrief span,

wil net sê dankie vir die goeie nuusbriewe wat ons deesdae ontvang.
Groete, Koos Du Plessis
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Thanks for including the story about
Kwezi the Secretarybird. Please add me to
The Lark email list. It is a great publication.
Keep up the excellent work you are all
doing as part of BirdLife Polokwane. I
keep hearing incredible things.
Kind regards,
Dr Melissa Howes-Whitecross - Birdlife
SA (10 September 2019)
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King Penguins colony, Marion Island © Wiam Haddad

SOS

Save Our Seabirds
Marion Island appeal

Marion Island is a South African territory in the south Atlantic, home
to several threatened seabird species, including nearly half of the world’s
Wandering Albatrosses. Unfortunately, these birds are threatened by an
unlikely but voracious predator: the house mouse. Mice were inadvertently
introduced during the 1900s, and have since wreaked havoc on the delicate island ecosystem. Until recently, the mice have only been predating
on seabird chicks, but in 2017 the first predation on an adult Northern Giant Petrel was observed.
BirdLife South Africa is supporting the Department of Environmental Affairs to launch an island restoration project, which will rid the island
of mice and aims to restore this once pristine breeding location. The bait
required to cover the island alone will cost upwards of R30 million. To help
raise the necessary funds, please would you consider sponsoring one or
more hectares of land on Marion Island.
At R1000 (US$90), you can aid us in ensuring that this monumental
project will be successful.
Mouse Free Marion is currently planned for the winter of 2021, using
methods employed in other successful eradications. To support this work,
please visit https://mousefreemarion.org/
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The Pan-African Ornithological Congress (PAOC15)
16-20 November 2020
Elephant Hills Conference Centre
Victoria Falls
Zimbabwe
https://www.paoc15.org/

ABOUT PAOC
The Pan-African Ornithological Congress (PAOC) is held once every four years and it brings together hundreds of professional and
dedicated amateur ornithologists. The Fifteenth PAOC (PAOC15)
will be held from the 16th to the 20th of November 2020.
THE AIMS AND PURPOSES OF THE CONGRESS ARE:
To further the study of African birds
To promote the preservation of African birds as an integral part of
the African Heritage
To foster the appreciation of birds and discussion of African birds
in relation to man
To disseminate information on African birds through appropriate
international meetings (e.g. the Congresses) and publications (e.g.
the proceedings of the Congresses).
The Lark 27
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Bird Briefs
Notes on interesting corvid a waterhole scanning for intersightings in Etosha National esting avian and mammalian
Park, Namibia
inhabitants, we noted a crow
Steve Roskelly

E-mail: steven@clearlyafrica.com

T

ravelling
through
central and coastal
Namibia, our itinerary took us through Etosha National Park, a most interesting
landscape and ecological system centred around the great
pan encompassing widespread
and dominant Mopane Colophospermum mopane woodlands, isolated dolomitic kopjes
and open grass and scrublands
adjacent to the pan itself. At
most of the artificial and natural spring-fed waterholes in
the centre and east of the reserve, as well as elsewhere, we
encountered many Pied Crows
Corvus albus going about their
business of foraging for food
and interacting with each other
and other birds and animals.
During one of our visits to
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with an incredibly elongated
and strongly hooked beak! At
some of the other waterholes
we encountered several more
of these ‘long-beaked morphs’
and managed to obtain a couple
of images when one decided to
land on the roof of the car!
It is well known that the
appendages or ‘tools’ of certain
animals can grow excessively
if not employed on a suitable
resistant surface (prey items,
trees, ground) but this, to us,
seemed excessive? We’ve been
told that woodpeckers in zoos
that can't forage properly get
overgrown beaks to the point,
if they are not clipped, that
makes it very difficult for them
to forage. Some Red-tailed
Hawks on the Skagit (Washington, USA) have been found
to have this problem and seem
to have hatched with it rather
than lacking the usual activity of keeping a growing beak
worn down to its proper limits.

Eventually this excessive hook
can lead to starvation of the
bird as it can't properly manipulate food to the mouth.
What might have possibly caused such an excessive
growth of the beak? We’re wandering what the incidence of
this actually is, and what may
be driving it if indeed it is as
prevalent as it seems to be? Are

Above One of the 'scary' crows from Etosha National Park, Namibia, with its raptor-like beak.

there any individuals conducting research on corvids who
may be interested to investigate this phenomenon? Have
there been any other sightings
from Etosha of these fascinating crows?
The Lark 27
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Spotted Ground Thrush:
trying to understand the
high nesting failure rate

Spotted Ground Thrush © Hugh Chittenden

Hugh Chittenden

E-mail: hugh@rarebirds.co.za

T

his note describes the
poor breeding strategy of Spotted Ground
Thrush, one of southern Africa's
rarest, and most geographically restricted breeding species, currently
regarded as Endangered. It's essentially a coastal forest species, but a
limited number of birds do venture
as far inland to Nkandla Forest in
the summer months to breed.
Monitoring of breeding birds
was undertaken in the 1980's and
1990's at the four Zululand forests
where the nesting failure rate was
just over 80%.
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Two distinct breeding populations occur in the region, the Eastern Cape breeding population that
migrate to the KZN coastal forests
in winter, and the smaller Zululand
forest breeding population that are
essentially altitudinal migrants,
moving eastwards to the coast and
mixing with the Transkei population.
Virtually all birds use either
one of the two fundamental strategies when it comes to nest building:
concealment or inaccessibility. Curiously, Spotted Ground Thrushes have, to a great extent, adopted
neither. They are often very poorly
concealed and always very accessible!

These forest breeding birds
have evolved with a nest placement
strategy unlike any other forest
birds. Nests are usually so completely exposed that they can easily be seen 20 m away in the under

Above left The southern African Spotted Ground
Thrush distribution - courtesy of SABAP2 maps
(http://sabap2.adu.org.za/species/558#pgcontent).
Above right The four Zululand forests in which the
northern population breeds.
Below Examples of completely exposed Spotted
Ground Thrush nests.
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canopy. They are by far the easiest
nests to find in these forests!
After many, many hours and
kilometers of forest walking, we
came to the realization that most
of the nests we found were being
predated. After the nest monitoring
had been in progress for a couple of
years, I one day stumbled on a nest
with predation taking place right in
front of me! A Boomslang, was lifting the one chick from a nest while
the nearby adults sounded alarm
notes a few metres away. Angered
by the predation of yet another nest,
I dispatched the snake, and only afterwards realized what I'd done, and

Above Spotted Ground Thrush nests and eggs.

still regret those actions today. This
was a protected nature reserve, both
predator and prey had the right to
live there in that environment without anthropogenic interference!
Surprisingly, the birds still continued to brood and provision the second chick which eventually fledged
successfully.
In the mid 1980's when we
found nest after nest that had been
predated, I was suspecting that
predators such as feral cats were
responsible for the excessively high

Left The Boomslang and
the dead Spotted Ground
Thrush nestling.
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level of predation. To prove this,
I set about constructing my own
'stone-age' camera trap, a relatively
cheap plastic slide-film camera that
could be triggered when the thrush
nestlings or eggs were lifted off the
nest. What I would have done for a
real camera trap back in those days.
Now, 35 years down the road, they
are relatively cheap, and easy to use!

Over an almost 10 year period
in the late 1980's and early 1990's,
in excess of 200 nests were found
but only 92 could be monitored
and followed through to the nestlings fledging. The failure rate of
those nests were in excess of 80%,
which meant that continuous repeat
and replacement breeding attempts
through the summer months have

Above My first 'camera trap' - triggered by various items such as fishing line and rubber bands.
Below left Movement of the chick fitted with a
rubber collar triggers the camera.
Below right Adult removes the rubber collar from
chick and takes a 'selfie'!!
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to take place for this relatively small that after just one exposure, AND,
breeding population to remain sta- invariably an empty predated nest
ble.
in front of the camera, the roll of
film had to be sent off to Durban
What are the consequences of poor to be developed! The weekly sernest site selection for Spotted Ground vice delivery to Zululand collecting
Thrush?
rolls of film, returned after seven
Unlike the fantastic digital era long days, and on many occasions
we experience today, camera work revealed an image with absolutely
30 years ago was far more testing nothing to show!
and frustrating! Once my modiOur first great success was of
fied 'stone-age' camera contraption a Boomslang lifting a chick off the
was loaded with a new roll of slide nest. The following year we capfilm on site at a thrush nest, it could tured an African Goshawk that had
only be triggered once. This meant

Left A Boomslang lifting a Spotted
Ground Thrush off the nest.
Below An African Goshawk taking off
with two nestlings in its clutches.
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Above Disappointingly, the camera
had tilted after heavy rain, and only
revealed what looked to be the legs/talons of a Little Sparrowhawk clutching a
thrush nestling.
Right The real surprise was to find that
African Harrier-Hawks were also predating
on easy-to-find thrush nestlings in the forest
lower canopy.

taken two nestlings.
However not all nests are
completely exposed and vulnerable. About 20-30% are fairly well
hidden in leafy foliage and difficult
to detect. The success rate of those
nests was definitely higher.
After nearly 10 years of
searching for nests and monitoring
the camera rigs placed in the forest, we had sufficient evidence to
show that the extremely low thrush
breeding success wasn't a result of
unnatural causes such as feral cats.
Perhaps one of the reasons for the
absence of feral cats was because
of the presence of Crowned Eagles
in the forest. A study conducted in
the same forest revealed that a ginger-coloured cat was delivered as

prey to the eaglet!
So why has this bird evolved
with the inability to conceal its nest
as most other forest birds do? Or,
you may ask, from a humans perspective, why does it have a seemingly ridiculous nesting strategy?
Unfortunately, I have no answer to
that question. Perhaps, the composition of forest predators was different thousands of years ago compared to today?
One definite change to Dlinza
Forest in Eshowe, where most of
the work for this long-term study
took place, is the earthworm composition. A high percentage of the
earthworms in the forest are from
Europe! When settlers first arrived
in the area, they brought with them
The Lark 27
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Above A brooding Spotted Ground Thrush and its

plants from the northern heminestlings.
sphere and it's been suggested that
form an important component of
earthworms in those plant con- Below Earthworms
the diet of Spotted Ground Thrush nestlings.
tainers, escaped and colonized the
adjacent forest! This doesn't answer the question why these birds
build nests in such exposed sites, 1000 years ago and are now merebut perhaps this species never bred ly taking advantage of the greater
in these four inland forests 500 or abundance of earthworms? Per-
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haps this Zululand breeding population was originally part of the
Transkei breeding population that
overwinters along the KZN coast?
The under canopy of coastal forests
is invariably denser than that of
coastal scarp and more temperate
forests. Ground Thrushes usually
breed between 1 and 3.5 m above
ground level.
Orange Ground Thrush that
occupies cooler, more temperate
inland forests, definitely conceals
its nest better, and in my experience, has a better breeding success

rate.

All this work did, however,
highlight one important point, the
importance of Crowned Eagles.
Monkeys at Dlinza Forest, and
the three other Zululand breeding
sites, rarely penetrated the forest
centre. They invariably remain on
the forest margins, adjacent private properties, and housing where
these large eagles were reluctant
to venture. If Crowned Eagles disappear from forested areas where
thrushes breed, the added predation by monkeys, would push the

Above and right Orange
Ground Thrush nesting in the
cooler, temperate forests have
better concealed nests and a better breeding success.
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thrush failure rate above the already unsustainable current level,
and would probably see this secretive forest species decline at an
even faster rate than current levels.
After about 40 years I seem to
have fewer answers, than the many
questions asked about this rare bird
species. But that's perhaps why we
continue birding - there is always
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so much to discover and learn!

Acknowledgements - Both the late Barry Emberton, and Hamish McLaggan are
acknowledged for their help in nest monitoring, as well as Derek and Vernon Coley.
Geoff Nichols is thanked for constructive
comment.

Below Crowned Eagles are important apex predators in forests, keeping smaller predators in check.

Eerste bevestigde broei rekord vlieëvanger (Grey Tit-Flycatcher)
van 'n Blougrysvlieëvanger op was. Na 'n vinnige ondersoek en
nadat die voël geroep het, kon ons
die Polokwane Plato
Richter Van Tonder en Jody De
Bruyn
E-pos: richter.mcase@gmail.com

O

p Sondag 17 November 2019 het ons uitgery na die Polokwane Voëlreservaat om recce werk
te doen vir BBD. Ons het stadig in
gery vanaf die teerpad en so 30 m
in het ek langs my beweging op gemerk. Bo in 'n ou telefoonpaal sien
ek toe 'n vlieëvanger teen die skerp
lig en ons moes fotos neem om te
bevestig of dit 'n Blougrysvlieëvang
er (Ashy Flycatcher) of Waaierstert

met 100% sekerheid sê dis 'n Blou
grysvlieëvanger. Ons is gewoond
om hulle onder in die Laeveld te
sien, so ons het besef dat dit 'n besonderse waarneming hier was.
Die spesie is maar skaars op
die Polokwane Plato en het 'n waarnemingskoers van slegs 1.2% tydens
SABAP2
(sabap2.adu.org.za/species/656#pgcontent). RvT self het
net eenkeer vantevore (in 2012!) al
'n Blougrysvlieëvanger in die Polo
kwane Voëlpark opgeteken. Volgens
Derek Engelbrecht is dit die eerste
bevestigde geval dat Blougrys
vlieëvangers op die Polokwane Plato
broei.

Bo Die Blougrysvlieëvanger (Ashy Flycatcher) op die nes in 'n telefoonpaal by die Polkowane Voëlreservaat
© Richter Van Tonder.
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Notes on the 2019 breeding
season of African Skimmers
in the Limpopo Province

Above A f lock of African Skimmers at Letaba Estates in September 2019. The immature bird (second from the right) remained in the company of
an adult pair for the entire duration of their stay.

Derek and Daniel Engelbrecht
E-mail: faunagalore@gmail.com

B

y previous years’ standards, the 2019 breeding season of this iconic
species was a rather modest affair in
South Africa’s Limpopo Province.
The first reports of African Skimmers returning to South African
shores were on 13 June 2019 at Argyle Dam in Mpumalanga (five individuals) and 17 June 2019 at Sunset
Dam in the Kruger National Park (a
single individual). Another bird was
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recorded near Skukuza on the 10th
July and there were also two birds
seen at Argyle Dam on the same day.
The first report of African
Skimmers in the Limpopo Province
was on the 18th June 2019 from Letaba Estates near Tzaneen when Johan
Botma reported seeing two birds.
This was also the only locality in the
province where African Skimmers
were reported in 2019. The lingering
drought, particularly in the Lowveld,
may have played a role as the water
levels of many of the larger dams

where the species was recorded in
previous years were dismally low.
For example, Middle Letaba Dam
where three pairs bred successfully
last year was at only 2%! Nevertheless, there appeared to be a certain
amount of local movement as the
birds went unrecorded for a few days
at a time and occasionally only one
bird was seen. On the 10th July, Johan reported seeing three birds and,
on the 13th July, there were five African Skimmers.
The first breeding activity was
reported on the 30th July when a nest
containing four eggs was found. The
first chick hatched late on the 13th
August, suggesting that laying commenced on the 23d or 24th July, about
a month after their arrival. All four
eggs hatched, the last chick hatching
on the 18th August. Interestingly, by

the 20th August, the ‘local population’
of African Skimmers had increased
to seven birds - six adults and an immature bird. At some stage between
the 20th August and 4th September,
the second-hatched and youngest
chicks of this brood disappeared.
The two remaining chicks were
ringed, but upon the next visit on
the 10th September, the oldest chick
had also vanished. In the end, only
one of the four chicks in this brood
survived.
From about the 14th August,
one of the other pairs started preparing several scrapes and performing
false incubation. This pair started
laying the first of a clutch of three
eggs on the 18th August. The first

Below A 1-day old African Skimmer chick .
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Above A 6-week old f ledgling.
Top The chicks hatch in the order in which the eggs were laid, resulting in considerable size differences between the nestlings. The chick on the far left is 5-days old and
the one on the far right just hatched.
Right Daniel appreciating one of the ringed chicks before its release.
Opposite top and middle African Skimmers are pugnacious in their defence of nests: Hamerk

t

Right The quintessential sund
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op and Marabou Stork ventured
too close to the nesting grounds.

downer bird - and it is clear why.
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African Skimmer chicks soon leave the
nest for short periods and either create
their own shallow scrapes (Top), shelter next to objects such as rocks, sticks
(Middle), or vegetation to disrupt their
outline, or they hide in depressions such
as hippo footprints (Right). To aid in
camouf lage, they often kick sand onto
their backs so as to match the colour of
the substrate (Top).
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chick hatched on the 10th September and on the 12th September the
egg shells of the remaining two eggs
were seen near the nest scrape but
the chicks were never seen. It is not
certain if these two eggs had hatched
and the chicks were then predated,
or whether the eggs were predated prior to hatching. Nevertheless,
the remaining chick survived and
fledged successfully.
Another nest containing two
eggs was found on the 10th September. This was presumably of a third
pair as the first pair was easily identifiable due to the peculiar gait of one
of the pair, and the second pair was
still tending their young. Unfortunately, this third nest failed at about
the same time as the presumed partial predation of the second nest.
In what appears to be the first
confirmed record of a repeat-brooding attempt for African Skimmer,
the pair which successfully fledged
a chick from the first breeding attempt initiated another clutch on
the 1st October. On the 5th October
the clutch constituted three eggs, but
this breeding attempt failed around
the 10th October. The pair then initiated another clutch around the 17th
October and on the 29th October
there were four eggs. On 19th November, a single chick, about a week
old, was found and this bird fledged
successfully. It appears as if this was

the only chick in this clutch of four
that survived.
To summarize, the 2019 breeding season of African Skimmers
in the Limpopo Province saw five
breeding attempts by three pairs at a
single locality. Of the 16 eggs recorded in five nests, three chicks fledged
successfully – a crude breeding success of 19%. This is lower than the
number of fledged young reported
in the province in 2017 (nine chicks
fledged; Engelbrecht 2017) and 2018
(seven chicks fledged; Engelbrecht
2018, Engelbrecht 2019). However,
the severe drought meant two of the
breeding localities used in 2018 were
essentially unsuitable in 2019.
Acknowledgements - We wish to express
our appreciation and gratitude to the management of Letaba Estates, in particular
Johan Botma, for their efforts to protect
and monitor the African Skimmers.
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The prenuptial display of a
male Red-crested Korhaan
Brian Steele-Drew

E-mail: brian.steele.drew@gmail.com

T

he Red-crested Korhaan
will be a very familiar
bird to most birders.
Their calls that echo across the bush
play an important part in nature's
wonderful orchestra. Being mostly
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terrestrial, their 'circus cannon' shot
into the sky of 30 meters or more followed by a dramatic tumble down to
earth makes perfect sense to get them
noticed by females and male rivals
passing through their territory.
But why are they called
Red-crested Korhaans? Not a hint
of red appears on their crest! Right?
Being a passionate wildlife photographer, one is always hoping for that
special shot and on the 25th October

2019, while birding in the Kruger
National Park, that sublime window
opened up for a few seconds.
Driving north on the H14 dreaming about finding a Three-banded
Courser roosting under a mature Mopane tree, I caught a hint of red next
to the road. What was that? I quickly
turned around to see what could be
so bright in the drab, late-winter Mopane landscape. To my delight, it was
a magnificent male Red-crested Korhaan performing a full prenuptial display. Male Red-crested Korhaans will
only reveal their splendid crest livery
during a prenuptial display when a

female is in attendance and in a submissive posture.
The male Red-crested Korhaan
was standing very erect with a flush
of dusky pink feathers fanned at the
back of his neck. He was beside himself; snapping his bill and stomping
the ground with great force with his
legs. I then noticed what inspired his
fantastic dance - a female squatting
like a broody chicken a few metres
from him. His dance continued in

Below and opposite The red-crest of a Red-crested Korhaan is only visible during a prenuptial display.
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an ever-decreasing circle around her
while his bill-snapping increased in
volume, like tiny firecrackers. She was
mesmerized, I was mesmerized. My
index finger was going 19 to the dozen
on the shutter button of my camera.
Unfortunately other vehicles arrived
which broke her trance and she raced
off into the bush with him in hot pursuit.
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When I got back home and
started processing my images, I found
I had three shots out of hundreds
snapped. To me, that is an extremely
high success rate. Now I can safely say
I have seen a 'Red'-crested Korhaan.
It’s only taken 35 years!

Below An unusual angle of the rarely seen display
of a male Red-crested Korhaan.

Wattled Crane in the
Limpopo Province

Warwick and Michèle Tarboton
E-mail: wtarbotn@iafrica.com

A

single Wattled Crane a new species, apparently, for the Limpopo
provincial bird list - was discovered
by Cameron Meyer on 19 October 2019 on the irrigation farms in
the Alma area of the Waterberg. It
was a solitary bird found associating with the Blue Crane flock that
congregates in this district every
winter. The morning after Cameron's discovery we went to look for
it and found it a couple of kilome-

tres from where he had seen it the
day before, again associating with
the Blue Cranes. The flock took off
and soared high, almost going out
of sight, and the photo attached is
cropped out of a much larger frame
that showed all 50 Blue Cranes together with the Wattled Crane, an
adult bird, among them. Could it
be a straggler or a dispersing bird
from the nearest source population at Dullstroom, 240 km to the
south-east, or from the nearest Botswana population about 500 km to
the north-west? Either way a very
lost bird!
Below The adult Wattled Crane (top) f lying with
a f lock of Blue Cranes in the Alma area, Limpopo
Province.
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Hooked on birds: the
dangers of fishing lures

Nasreen Khan and Makhudu Masotla
E-mail: nasreenkhan0804@gmail.com

B

irding as a past time and
birding as a vocation …
Ever heard of Malgas?
Malgas is the Afrikaans name for Cape
Gannets, a southern African endemic.
The word Malgas literally translates
as ‘mad-goose’ from Old Dutch. This
comical name could be ascribed to
their clumsy waddling on land, akin
to the waddling of a goose. Despite everything, these birds are spectacular in
many ways: from their pastel-like livery to their awe-inspiring dives from a
dizzy height whilst hunting.

Cape Gannets have experienced
an 80% decline in their population
since the 1950s and are currently
listed as Vulnerable in South Africa.
Their greatest threat is the shift in food
resources, which is largely attributed
to the over-exploitation of fish stocks
and climate change. Fisheries compete
with seabirds for dwindling marine resources, thus causing gannets to travel
a lot further in search of food. Leaving
nests unattended for an extended period of time, makes the chicks vulnerable to nest predation by Great White
Pelicans and Kelp Gulls.
On Friday 6 December 2019,
we made our way to Malgas Island,
to collect long-term monitoring

Below Cape Gannet © Nasreen Khan.
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data on these and other key seabird
species. Malgas Island is one of only
three Islands in South Africa where
Cape Gannets breed. The purpose of
our trip was to collect important seabird data which enables scientists to
determine seabird population trends.
Each trip provides puzzle pieces into
the surrounding coastal ecosystem
and how different species interact,
giving us improved insight on the
health of an ecosystem.
Whilst on the island doing the
rounds, we noticed one bird on the
periphery of the colony looking a
little worse for wear. Closer inspection revealed a Rapala lure hooked
on both its feet. Makhudu stealthily approached the bird, and a crock
pole was used to catch the bird, ever
mindful of the bird’s injury. Once

the bird was secured, it took some
time to remove the hooks wrapped
around its webbed feet. Since gannets use their feet to incubate their
eggs, the unfortunate individual was
not able to incubate or share in other parental duties. Fortunately this
individual was saved, but how many
birds are not so fortunate and succumb to these kinds of injuries?
This incident was just the ‘cherry on the top’. There had been several other records of injuries of this
nature to a variety of seabird species, frequently with fatal outcomes
and some horrific suffering (also see
Chittenden 2019). When counting
all the threats seabird populations

Below Makhudu capturing the ' hooked' bird to
remove the lure © Nasreen Khan.
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Top The Cape Gannet's feet
showing the lure hooked on both
feet © Nasreen Khan.
Middle A close-up of the lure
still hook ed in the bird 's feet
© Mak hudu Ma sotl a .
Left It took some time, but we
managed to remove the lure, clean
the wounds, and set the bird free
to fish another day © Makhudu
Masotla.
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face, preventable causes of mortality such as the reckless discarding of
hooks and fishing line, should make
us compassionate enough to be more
active in the green movement - even
if it’s simply picking up garbage on
your daily jog - and to educate people of the dangers that the seemingly careless disposal of hooks and
fishing line may pose to our wildlife.

With so many threats facing our seabirds, they sure can do with a little bit
of help, even something as small as
making sure we don't leave any fishing gear behind.
References
Chittenden H 2019. Homo horrendous - An
appeal to fishermen to act more responsibly. The Lark 24: 49-52.

Above A grim collection of hooks and lures
collected from dead Cape Gannets. The
lures were either lodged in the birds' throats,
necks, chests, or feet © Makhudu Masotla.
Top left Bits of discarded lures, fishing
line, and f loaters collected at Cape Gannet
nests © Makhudu Masotla.
Left The lure caught on this endangered
African Penguin was responsible for the
death of this bird on Robben Island ©
Bruce Dyer.
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Interesting sightings

16 October 2019 - 15 December 2019
Share your interesting sightings seen within a 100 km radius of Polokwane. Please submit your sightings to thelarknews@gmail.com and
include the date, locality and a brief write-up of your sighting. Photos
are welcome but will be used at the discretion of the editors.
SABAP2 Out of Range record; Regional rarity; National Rarity; Returning
migrant.
Compiled by Derek Engelbrecht

Non-passerines

Abdim's Stork - 10 November
2019. Seen at Doornbult (Minkie
Prinsloo).
African Snipe - 10 November 2019.
Two birds seen at Spies Dam (Geoff
Goetsch).
Allen's Gallinule - 11 December
2019. A single bird seen at the Flora
Park Dam (Jody De Bruyn).
Black Cuckoo - 17 November 2019.
A bird seen in the Polokwane Game
Reserve (Leonie Kellerman); 7 December 2019. A bird heard calling
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African Snipe © Geoff Goetsch

ings Road (Daniel Engelbrecht);
30 November 2019. A bird seen at
Rondepan Farm (Joe Grosel).
Common Cuckoo - 17 November
2019. A bird seen in the Polo
kwane Game Reserve (Jody De
Bruyn).
Green Sandpiper - 17 November
2019. A single bird seen in the
Polokwane Game Reserve (Jody
De Bruyn).
Allen's Gallinule © Jody De Bruyn

on the Randfontein Road (Annette
Van Schalkwyk).
Blue-cheeked Bee-eater - 27 November 2019. A flock seen below
the dam wall at De Loskop (Daniel
Engelbrecht).
Cape teal - 27 November 2019. A
single bird seen on a small dam on
the northern end of the SoetdorGreen Sandpiper © Daniel Engelbrecht

Cape Teal © Daniel Engelbrecht

Grey-headed Gull - 19 October
2019. A bird seen at the Polo
kwane Bird Sanctuary (Minkie
Prinsloo).
Jacobin Cuckoo - 9 November
2019. Seen near Soetdorings
(Leonie Kellerman).
Pied Avocet - 27 October 2019.
Several birds seen at Hout River
Dam (Leonie Kellerman).
Secretarybird - 17 October 2019.
A single bird seen at Kalkfontein
The Lark 27
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(Loren Bronkhorst); 1 November
2019. A pair of birds seen next to
the R521 at Donkerhoek north of
Mogwadi (Johan Van Vuuren);
13 December 2019. A single
bird seen at Kalkfontein (Loren
Bronkhorst).
Southern Bald Ibis - 27 October
2019. A pair seen at Mashashane
Dam (Leonie Kellerman).
Squacco Heron - 10 November
2019. Four birds seen at Spies
Dam (Geoff Goetsch); 30 November 2019. A single adult seen
at Spies Dam (Cameron Meyer).
Tawny Eagle - 12 December 2019.
A single bird seen on the upper
Bylsteel Road (Derek Engelbrecht).
Whiskered Tern - 15 December
2019. Four birds seen at the Sterk
loop Wetlands (Mark Friskin).
White Stork - 26 November 2019.
Seen outside Polokwane (Leonie
Kellerman).
Woodland Kingfisher - 19 November 2019. A bird calling in
Eduan Park (Johan Van Vuuren).
20 November 2019. A bird seen
in Welgelegen (Daniel Engelbrecht); 20 November 2019. A
bird calling in a garden in Mokopane (Bruce Goetsch).

townlands (Bruce Goetsch); 21
October 2019. A bird seen in the
Friskin's garden in Polokwane
(Julia Friskin); 1 November 2019.
A pair seen in Dalmada (Loren
Bronkhorst); 2 November 2019.
A bird seen on the Randfontein
Road (Annette Van der Merwe);
9 November 2019. In a garden in
Polokwane (Johan Van Vuuren).
Ashy Flycatcher - 17 November
2019. A pair nesting near the
Polokwane Bird Sanctuary (Richter Van Tonder - see article in
this issue).

Ashy Flycatcher © Richter Van Tonder

Banded Martin - 2 November
2019. Seen at Sebayeng Wetlands
(Jody De Bruyn).
Barn Swallow - 21 October 2019.
Seen in Mokopane townlands
Passerines
(Bruce Goetsch); 10 November
African Paradise Flycatcher - 16 2019. A flock seen on the Bylsteel
October 2019. Seen in Mokopane Road (Susan Dippenaar).
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Dideric Cuckoo - 25 October 2019.
Seen in Mokopane townlands
(Bruce Goetsch).
Greater Striped Swallow - 5 October 2019. Seen in Mokopane
townlands (Bruce Goetsch).
Lark-like Bunting - 23 November
2019. A single bird seen in the
Haenertsburg grasslands (Jody
De Bruyn); 30 November 2019. A
bird seen in the Polokwane Game
Reserve (Joe Grosel); 8 December
2019. A bird seen at Hout River
Dam (Jody De Bruyn).

Lesser Grey Shrike ©Daniel Engelbrecht

Goetsch); 9 November 2019. A
male seen at the Al3 De Loskop
Dam (Leonie Kellerman); 21 November 2019. A single bird seen
on the campus of the University
of Limpopo (Susan Dippenaar).
Sand Martin - 2 November 2019.
Seen at Sebayeng Wetlands (Jody
De Bruyn).
Spotted Flycatcher - 17 November
2019. A single bird seen in the
Polokwane Game Reserve (Leonie
Kellerman).
Lark-like Bunting © Jody De Bruyn
Violet-backed Starling - 9 NoLesser Grey Shrike - 23 November vember 2019. Seen in Mokopane
2019. A male seen north of Polok- townlands (Bruce Goetsch); 18
wane (Leonie Kellerman); 27 No- November 2019. A pair seen on
vember 2019. Several birds seen the Randfontein Road (Annette
together on the Soetdorings Road Van Schalkwyk).
Yellow-throated Longclaw - 10 No(Derek Engelbrecht).
Red-backed Shrike - 9 Novem- vember 2019. A single bird seen
ber 2019. A single bird seen in at Spies Dam (Geoff Goetsch).
the Mokopane townlands (Bruce
The Lark 27
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EVENTS

Birdlife Polokwane monthly meeting and AGM
Date: 04 February 2020
Time: 18:30
Venue: Polokwane Golf Club
Club outing
Where?
Date:
Contact:
Cell:

Wolkberg Tufa Waterfall and surrounds
18 January 2019
Derek Engelbrecht
082 200 5277

© Les Reynolds

Shopping list: Tree Pipit, Buff-streaked Chat, Gurney's Sugarbird, Malachite Sunbird, Nicholson's Pipit, Flappet Lark, Jackal Buzzard.
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Limpopo Region

RAPTOR IDENTIFICATION COURSE

Letaba Camp, Kruger National Park
27th February – 1st March 2020
Southern Africa is blessed with a great diversity of raptors. Close on 80 species occur in this region during
the summer months. This large assortment of species, many of which are superficially similar and show
distinct variation between age classes provides an exciting identification challenge for any bird enthusiast.
The Honorary Rangers of the Limpopo Region invite you to join leading Limpopo Province birding expert
and ecologist Joe Grosel on an exciting four-day program which introduces participants to a practical
identification system whereby the entire region’s raptor species can be recognized. Apart from the
identification aspect, interesting subjects relating to the life histories and ecology of each species is also
covered. The event will take place in the Letaba Rest Camp in the Kruger National Park which due to its
locality offers some of the best raptor viewing on the continent. Activities for the weekend will include
morning and afternoon bird and game spotting drives on open game viewing vehicles in the company of Joe
Grosel and Park Rangers.
The cost of this exciting Raptor Identification Course is R2490.00* per person. The price includes
tuition, all birding activities and outings, teas and lunches as well as stationery, literature and a full
colour raptor identification manual. *Excludes park entrance, conservation fee & accommodation.
Participation is restricted to 16 people. Non participating partners will be welcome to accompany the outings
subject to availability. All proceeds from the weekend will be for the Honorary Rangers Environmental
Fund
For more information or a full itinerary please contact Charles Hardy.
email charlois1044@gmail.com or Cell 083 457 1721.
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King Penguin colony - Kildalkey Bay, Marion Island © Wiam Haddad

'Flock to Marion' will go ahead!
Mark Anderson

T

he seven-night voyage
on the MSC Opera will
take place in January
2021, with a Durban departure on
25 January and an arrival in Cape
Town on 1 February.
Booking, via MSC Cruises’
call centre, will be open, exclusively
for BirdLife South Africa’s (BLSA’s)
members, from 08:00 on Monday 6
January 2020 to 12:00 on Saturday
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18 January 2020. People who are
not BLSA members will be able to
book thereafter (i.e. from 08:00 on
Monday 20 January 2020).
BLSA’s members will therefore
be able to secure preferred cabins at
the best prices.
If you’re not yet a member of
BLSA, you can email me at ceo@
birdlife.org.za and I will send you
a membership application form.

Alternatively, you can join online.
(Note that our offices are closed
from 13 December 2019 to 2 January 2020)
More details about the voyage
will be made available in the next
few days, but in the interim I can
point out that:
1. We do not yet have a permit
to enter the Prince Edward Island Marine Protected Area
(MPA) (but will do our best to
secure one before the voyage),
2. A non-refundable deposit of R6000 per person (and
a R1000 refundable guiding/
lecture fee) will need to be
made when making the booking
3. If we do not reach an occupancy of 60% by 1 September 2020, then the routing
will change to a 5-night seabird-watching voyage from
Durban to Cape Town and
a 2-night seabird-watching
'voyage to nowhere' from
Cape Town (more details in
the subsequent communication). We do not however expect there to be any problem
reaching this target and indeed we expect to do so long
before 1 September.
4. An early booking could help
secure a preferred cabin. The
initial prices will be R7900 per

person for an 'Inside 2 Sleeper' and R9700 per person for
a 'Balcony 2 Sleeper'). VERY
IMPORTANTLY, note that
MSC Cruises’ dynamic pricing will apply and the prices
will go up as demand increases.
5. We will have more than 30
top seabird guides (and whale/
dolphin experts) and worldclass lecturers on board, including Peter Harrison (the
'David Attenborough of the
oceans').
The planning for this voyage is
almost two years in the making! It
certainly has not been easy securing an ocean liner to take more than
2000 birdwatchers to the Southern
Ocean. BLSA is especially grateful
to Ross Volk, MD of MSC Cruises
South Africa, for his assistance and
support.
The aims of the voyage are
to raise awareness about seabirds,
create an opportunity for birders
to observe seabirds not usually
seen on traditional pelagic birding
trips, and to raise funds for BLSA’s
important work. This adventure
is not to be missed: excellent seabirding and whale/dolphin-watching, an unforgettable voyage to the
Southern Ocean, and special camaraderie with >2000 enthusiastic,
like-minded birders on board.
The Lark 27
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Cinderella's page
Birdlife Polokwane honours the LBJs of this world which may never make it onto a cover page.

Zitting Cisticola © Jody De Bruyn
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